Positions vacant – Developers (2 positions)

The University of Sydney

Role Overview
We are seeking an appropriately qualified candidate to facilitate web development on NCCC’s external-facing online resource portal.

Key Responsibilities:
The NCCC (National Centre for Cultural Competence) is a focal point for cultural competence work at the University of Sydney. The NCCC have developed an external-facing online resource portal to house resources and serve as a web presence for the NCCC. The portal provides centralised access to the innovative and transformational ways the NCCC are working to embed cultural competence into research, teaching and collaborations through curated articles, links to CC development courses and to sites involved in similar work.

You will work under the guidance of ICT’s Innovation Lead to implement functional enhancements on the portal and to deploy the website once work is complete. You will be required to work closely with NCCC representatives to deliver maximum value.

Requirements have been defined already as user stories but you will have the opportunity to work closely with NCCC representatives to validate your understanding of these requirements.

Software engineering tasks will include:
· Requirements Definition,
· Implementation Testing,
· Deployment,
· Customer Support and
· Documentation.

Essential qualifications and experience – note these MUST be addressed in a covering letter
· Experience in Ruby on Rails

Desired Skills and Experience
· Previous web development experience
· Understanding of the documentation standards and hierarchy.

Experience with JQuery and JavaScript highly desirable

How to apply
Deadline for applications: April 29th
Contact: Jim Cook - Innovation Lead, ICT - jim.cook@sydney.edu.au